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Abstract--The scattering problem on the Bruhat-Tits tree and its quotient spaces realizing the 
p-adic Riemann surfaces is studied. The spectral decomposition of the corresponding Laplace- 
Beltrami operator is constructed. The stationary S-matrix is obtained and the Lax-Phillips scattering 
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1-1oop case. The analytical structure of the scattering matrix for joint spherical functions is described. 
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i. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study scattering problems for symmetric spaces which have attracted great 
interest recently [1-5]. On  the one hand, the Harniltonians given by Laplace operators on sym- 
metric spaces represent systems with the interaction generated by symmetry [3]. These operators 
allow one to usually solve the scattering problem in a closed form. On the other hand, scattering 
on symmetric spaces gives rise to S-matrices expressed in terms of the Eisenstein series [2,4]. So, 
the analytic properties of the S-matrix are closely related to the singularities of the correspond- 
ing ~-function. Particularly, the hypotheses of Riemann-type may be formulated in terms of the 
S-matrix [4]. Scattering on real symmetric space was studied by the harmonic analysis methods 
in [3,5]. So, it seems natural to investigate the case of non-Archimedian fields since it would allow 
one to include the known results for the real field case in the scale of ones for all the p-adic fields 
(where the real field R corresponds to p = oo [6]). Besides, solving the scattering problem on the 
p-adic symmetric space we obtain the solution of the scattering problem for a graph, namely the 
Bruhat-Tits tree [7] and some of its quotient graphs. 
We restrict our consideration to the case of simplest p-adic symmetric space, namely 
H(p) PGL(2, Qp) 
= PGL(2,  Zp) ' (1) 
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the p-adic hyperbolic plane [8]. Above we used standard notations: PGL(2, .) = GL(2, .)/C, 
where C is the center of GL(2, .); Qp stands for the field of p-adic numbers being the closure 
of rational number field Q with respect o the non-Archimedian p-adic norm [6] and Zp denotes 
the ring of p-adic integers. The formal scattering theory for zonal spherical functions or s-waves 
on H (p) has been developed in [1]. The corresponding S-matrix reads as a ratio of two p-adic 
Harish-Chandra c-functions, however, the S-matrix for another channels has not been found. In 
this paper, we solve scattering problem for automorphic functions on H (p) or, in other words, 
scattering problem for the Laplace operator on the p-adic Riemann surfaces in frames of spectral 
theory. 
To do it we decompose the Laplace-Beltrami operator on H (p) into the direct sum, one com- 
ponent of which corresponds to zonal spherical functions. Then we develop, for all components 
of the decomposition, both the stationary scattering theory and nonstationary Lax-Phillips ap- 
proach. The latter allows one to explain the resonance structure of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
on the symmetric space H (p) and its quotient spaces. 
The interaction subspace in the Lax-Phillips approach turns out to be finite-dimensional. Thus, 
we obtain a class of exactly solvable models of resonance scattering related to p-adic hyperbolic 
plane. 
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we recall the entities of the Bruhat- 
Tits tree, p-adic Riemann surface, and the corresponding Laplace operator [8]. Then, in Section 3, 
we construct he orthogonal decomposition of the Laplace operator A on this surface and study 
the scattering problem for the components. In this way, the component A0, which is the only one 
providing with nontrivial scattering data is eliminated. We give an expression for the S-matrix in 
a closed form. It turns out that the S-matrix singularities for scattering problem on the quotient 
graph are given by zeroes of the corresponding zeta function. As an example, we describe the 
resonance structure for the Riemann surface of genus 1. The Lax-Phillips contraction semigroup is
constructed in a closed form for the case of point spectrum absence. In Section 5, we demonstrate 
an approach to the scattering problem on the p-adic surface based on the Eisenstein series. In this 
way, the plane waves on the Bruhat-Tits tree are introduced and the scattering matrix kernel in an 
"angular" representation is evaluated for l-loop case. We show the coincidence of singularities of 
S-matrix obtained by the Eisenstein series with ones obtained in Section 3. Then we compare the 
scattering for joint and zonal spherical functions on the Bruhat-Tits tree. Using a correspondence 
between joint spherical functions and components of the decomposition i troduced in [9], we show 
that the scattering matrix for joint spherical functions has no singularities. 
2. THE LAPLACE-BELTRAMI  OPERATOR 
ON THE BRUHAT-T ITS  TREE 
Let us describe the realization ofp-adic hyperbolic plane H (p) as the Bruhat-Tits (BT) tree [7]. 
The BT tree T is defined as an infinite connected graph with no loops and with p + 1 edges 
incident at each vertex. One introduces the metric on the BT tree as 
dist(vl, v2) = (number of edges on the way vl --* v2 along the graph), (2) 
where vl,v2 are the vertices of the tree. The transitive and isometric action of the group 
PGL(2, Qp) on the BT tree is given by the identification T _~ PGL(2, Qp)/PGL(2, Zp) which is 
described, for example, in [8]. 
Now we introduce the p-adic Riemann surface [10,11] as a quotient space of the Bruhat-Tits 
(BT) tree by some discrete subgroup (namely, the Schottky group) F C PGL(2, Qp). 
The connected subgraph of the BT tree with no branching vertices is called ax/s or half-axis 
iff it has zero or one terminating vertex, respectively. Half-axes which have common infinite part 
are said to be equivalent. The set of equivalence classes on this relation is called the boundary OT 
of the BT tree. The elements of 0T  are called rays. By the definition, two different rays x, y fix 
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uniquely the axis which we denote as x --* y. The identification between 0T and {~p = Qp LJ {co) 
is supposed to be done as in [10]. 
The Schottky group 1" is defined as the subgroup 1" c PGL(2, Qp) with a finite number of 
generators all the elements of which, except unit, are hyperbolic. The element 7 E PGL(2, Qp) is 
called hyperbolic f its eigenvalues have different norms (and so, being the solution of the quadratic 
equation, they lie in Qp). Every hyperbolic element has exactly two fixed points on ~r  what 
follows the definition. So, it has no fixed vertices and the unique fixed axis in the BT tree. The 
general way to construct he Schottky groups is described, for example, in [11]. The element 
a E r is called primitive if its centralizer is generated by a. We denote by {a) the conjugate 
class of the element a in the group 1". The zeta function of the pair (T, 1") is defined by 
1 Y'I Z(u) (3) 
11 1 - u l ( " )  ' 
{p} 
where l(p) is the length of the class {p} : l(p) -- minT dist(x, p(x)) and the product is taken over 
all the primitive classes in F. This product converges absolutely in the domain lu[ < lip. 
An explicit way to describe the factorgraph T/l" is based on the entity of the Schottby 
tree Dr [8] being the union of all the elements r axes and crosspieces between them. The 
crosspiece is the unique way in the tree starting on the axis of 71 E r and ending on the axis 
of 72 E F without returning. Then one constructs the reduced graph Dr / r  which turns out 
the finite graph without boundary. The factorgraph T/l" is obtained by joining Dr/1" with the 
subtrees of T starting from vertices of Dr/1" so that the valence of every vertex in the graph 
obtained is equal to p + 1. We denote by P : T/l" --, Dr / r  the natural projection: vertex 
x E T /F  belongs to the subtree starting from the vertex P(x) E Dr/F.  The factorgraph T/l" 
may be considered as the Qp-Riemann surface [8]. 
In order to define the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a graph, particularly on the Bruhat-Tits 
tree and Qp-Riemann surface, the spaces of chains and co-chains on the graph are introduced in 
the standard way: 
Co~ 1 = (formal finite linear combinations of vertices/edges), 1 
C~/1 = {linear functional over CO~l). 
(4) 
(5) 
We denote by (., .) the natural nondegenerated coupling between C and C*. 
Let us define the boundary and coboundary maps. The boundary map acts as 
a : Co Cl cC , (6) 
(z) 
Here, we suppose the graph orientation to be fixed in an arbitrary way and use the order of 
vertices v~ °) and v~ I) incident at the edge e~ given by this orientation. The coboundary map 
a* : CI ~ Co is defined by (0¢, ~) -- (¢, a*~) with respect to the coupling, and reads as 
(a*~)(vj) = ~]~(±l)~(eo), where e~j are the edges incident at the vertex vi and ÷/ -  corresponds 
to vj being the beginning/end of the edge e~j with respect to the orientation. 
Now the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the graph is given by 
A : C0 (~C1 --* C0 (~C1, 
A = a*a + a0*. 
(s) 
(9) 
1Co/i-elements can be understood also ~ funct ions  on vertices/edges with finite support. 
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As we restrict our consideration by the 0-chains, i.e., A = 0"0 : Co --* Co, one gets for the BT 
tree T and Riemann surface T /F  that 
p+l 
j= l  
where vii are the neighbors 2 of vertex vi. 
Let us introduce the coordinates on the graph T /F  in the way similar to one we used [9] for T: 
T/ r  = {v, : a= (ao, . . . ,aM) ;  M >_ O, ao = I , . . . ,N  = # ( -D~)  ; 
al = 1 , . . . ,p+ 1 - #(ao); an = 1, . . . ,p ,  for n > 1}, (10) 
where #(ao) is the valence of vertex Vao in the graph Dr /F  and numbers a~, i _> 1 point out the 
choice of the way from Vao to va on ith step. The numeration of ways is supposed to be fixed 
arbitrary. 
In these terms, the action of the Laplace operator on the Bruhat-Tits tree reads as 3 
P 
- (av) (a0 , . . . ,  an) = - (p  + + v(a0,.. . ,   N-1) + s), (11) 
for N > 0, and 
p-{-1 
- (A~)(0)  = - (p  + 1)~0(0) + Z ~o(s). (12) 
S=I 
One can easily get that the operator -A  is self-adjoint continuous operator in the Hilbert space 
T /=/2(T /F )  of square summable functions on vertices of T /F .  
The space T /can be decomposed into the orthogonal sum of subspaces 7-/~ and 7_(0 (see [9]) 
reducing the Laplacian. Namely, 
~/= @a,fl'/~ @ 7"l °, (13) 
where va E T/r ;  s = 1 , . . . ,p -  1 for d(a) = dist(va,P(v~)) > 0, [9], and s -- 1 , . . . ,p -#(a)  for 
v~ E Dr /F .  The subspaces 7-/~ and ~/o are defined as 
, ,  = o, 
if (XO,...,Xd(~)) # a or x = a, 
~(xo ,  • • • ,  xn ,  y , . . .  ) = ~ (zo ,  • • • ,  xn ,  y ' ,  • • • ), 
if n > d(a), (14) 
(~(X0, . . . ,  Xd(a) , . . .  ,Xn)  = e2Vis/P~(xo,.. . ,  1+ Xd(a) modp, . . .  ,xn), 
if (x0,.. .  ,Xd(a)) = a, 
Dr  
E ~o ¢, ~(x) = F(d(x),  P(x)) ,  F :  No × T --* C, (15) 
where No = N U 0. It means that 7-/° -~/2(N0, C N) is the space of functions whose values on 
given subtree depend only on the distance from Dr /F .  The functions from the other components 
~o E T/~ are not zero only on the subtree T/Fa  = {Vb : b = (ao,. . .  ,aN, bN+l, . . .  ,bM), M > N} 
starting from va so that v0 ¢Ta .  In addition, ~(a) = 0 and the values ~ on different branches 
differ just by multiplicators C~ realizing the irreducible representation f the cyclic shift group 
2Note that the orientation choice is essential for the definition of 0 but does not influence A. 
aWe use the notation ~p(ao,...  ,aN)  -- ~O(Vao,...,aN) for convenient reading. 
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generated by Pa. Here ~, = exp i(27r/p)s and C~ = exp i(2~r/p)sk are the 8 th eigenvalue and k th 
coordinate of s th eigenvector f the cyclic shift operator in p-dimensional space. 
Since the subspaces {Tl °, T/s} reduce A, one has the decomposition 
T/-- ~a,,T/~ • T/o. (16) 
The operator A is decomposed into the sum of A s = Alum, 
= A" A $a,8 a (B A~. (17) 
Now we shall develop the scattering theory for operators A0r and A s. Since all the operators A s 
can be identified by subtrees congruention, it is enough to study just one representing of A s 
which we shall denote A 1. 
3. STAT IONARY SCATTERING 
By the definition (14),(15), the values of ~ E T/s on any subtree Tb C Ta, d(b) > d(a), depend 
only on the distance from Dr /F .  Let us fix a sequence of integers {Sk E [1,p]}~°ffi0 . The natural 
isomorphisms 
2-o: 7"l 0 ~-+ 12 (No, C N)  ; 2"1".T/a" ~ /2(No), (18) 
can be realized as 
for  >0, 
(2-0q0)l = {qo(1),..., qo(N)}, (19) 
(2-1~)n ---- V~(a l ,  • • •, aM), 80,..., 8n), for ~o e T/s a. 
Let us consider, for convenience, the rescaled operators H r = (1/v~)( p + 1 - A0r ) and H1 = 
(1/v/~)(p + 1 - A1) with the spectrum a(H r) = [-2, 2], which act in the corresponding Hilbert 
spaces (/2(N0, C N) and 12(N0)) as 
i (11°...)ol H r = H1 = . (20) 
I 0 ' 1 0 
" .  °,° 
Here the N x N matrices A and M correspond to the graph Dr /F  as 
1 {1 ,  [v,,vj]E Dr ,  and M=diag{ Ip+lp#(V ' )  } .  
aij = ~ O, otherwise, 
Now, one sees that the solution of scattering problem for H1 is trivial and gives the S-matrix 
Sl(k) = -e  2ik for the quasimomentum k corresponding to the energy A = 2cosk. So, let us 
consider the scattering problem only for the H r. The solutions of difference quation (Hr¢)n = 
ACn for n > 1 have the form 
Cn = e~kafl + e-~knf2; fl, f2 E C N, 
where the energy A = 2 cos k corresponds to the quasimomentum k E [0, 2~]. The stationary S- 
matrix is the operator such that fl = S(A)f2 for any solution of Hr¢  = A¢. The straightforward 
calculation gives 
e-ik + M- I (A  - A)M-1 (21) 
S(A) --- - e~ k + M_I( A _ A)M_ 1 . 
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It should be noted that the block of the S-matrix corresponding tothe spherical functions on T /F ,  
i.e., to the subspace in 7~ ° of functions depending only on d(x) has been calculated in the 
work [12]. 
Let us establish, in correspondence with [12], a relation between. 
Note that the singularities of the S-matrix (21) are related to the zeroes of corresponding zeta 
function Z(u). Namely, it follows from the results of [12-14] that the singularities of the stationary 
S-matrix (~1) are given by zeroes of the zeta function (3) of pair (T, F) and the following relation 
holds: 
det(e ' k+M- I (A -A)M -1 )= 1 -  P Z 
., / r  p + 1 - #(v~) \ v~/"  
(22) 
Our results obtained in [9] for the nonfactorized BT tree are included in the above proposed 
construction as the simplest example with N = 1. As an illustrative xample with nontrivial 
Schottky group, we shall describe the scattering on the genus one surface. (,0) Let us consider the Schottky group rl generated by the unique hyperbolic element 71 = 0 1 ' 
0 < lqlp < 1. The invariant axis for 71 is 0 --* co. Really, the points 0, co E (~p -~ cgT are the fixed 
points of 71. The element 7~' acts on the axis by the shift in -n  logp lqlp points. The Schottky 
tree Drl turns out to be the chain (0 ~ co) and, so, the reduced graph Drl/FI is the torus with 
- logp lqlp vertices. Thus, the Riemann surface T/F1 looks as shown in Figure 1. 
The operator H rl commutes with spatial rotations of the graph along the loop. It provides 
with the further decomposition of Hr~: 
~o mN ~0,. and H rl N • (23) 
---- ~s=l ,~ = (~s=l H , 
where 7~ °'" ~-/2(No) correspond to the eigenvalues e ~v°, v, = 2~rs/N of the rotation operator 
and the action of H s in/2(No) is given by 
(H84) .  = 4 . - I  + 4.+I ,  n > I, 
- 4o + 42, 
1 
(H'4)I  = p 





The stationary scattering problem for operator H 8 can be posed in the same way as the one used 
above. The S-matrix, being the coefficient before outgoing solution, looks as 
2x/'p e ~k cosvs - pe 2ik - 1 
$6 (A) = 1 + p e -2~k - 2v~ e -~k cos vs" 
(2z) 
The poles of the scattering matrix obtained lie on the second sheet in A and look like 
As = v/'Pe ±~v° + -~pe q:iv°, s = 1 . . . .  , N ,  (28)  
being the resonances. All these resonances lie on two symmetric arcs of ellipse (x/p + 1) 2 + 
(y/p - 1) 2 = 1/p, A = x + iy. Note, that the number of resonances i equal to the length of the 
loop. 
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4. THE LAX-PHILLIPS APPROACH FOR SCATTERING 
ON THE BRUHAT-TITS TREE 
In this section, we develop the Lax-Phillips approach to the scattering problem for H r . The 
operator H r being the finite perturbation of standard semi-infinite Jacobi matrix allows one to 
apply the Lax-Phillips approach for the operators with one band spectrum given in [15,16]. 
The base of the LP approach is the fact [15,16] that the wave equation with discrete time ~- E Z 
for the Jacobi matrix J, Ji,j = (~i,j+l "{- 6i+l,j)I 
~+1 + ~o~-1 = (j~o~)n, (29) 
has solutions of D'Alambert waves type 
~ = U~+n + Ur-n. (30) 
Let us define the operator 
and the energy metric 
U = ~ Hr) 2 - 4 H r ' (31) 
in the space 7-/c - /2(No, C N) •/2(No, C N) of "Cauchy data". Here (-, "/stands for the conven- 
tional scalar product in 12(No, CN). The spectral variables A and 0 for the operators H r and U 
are related as 
02+1 
A-  - -7  (33) 
The closure of 7"/c with respect to [., .]-metric, we shall call the energy space ~E. 
Define the operator Ttof temporal translation by
T t : u "r ~ u T+l .  (34) 
The wave equation with the Hamiltonian H r may be written as 
(Tt + T +) u = Hru. (35) 
Thus, the operator U plays the role of generator for discrete time evolution group {Ur}~ez of 
this equation. Here we suppose, additionally, the point spectrum to be empty. In this case, one 
can verify that the operator U is unitary in [., .]-metric. 
The existence of the D'Alambert waves allows us to describe the incoming and outgoing sub- 
spaces :D ° for nonperturbed volution U0, Ho - J, in the form: 
:]= (T= - T +) qo ~0 -- 0 , (36) 
where ~o 6/2(N0, C N) has a finite support and closure is taken with respect o the energy met- 
ric [., .]. Because of the equivalence between spatial translations Tx and temporal translations Tt




Uo = ~ [x (T_  T+)2 T+T + 
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for ~o E/2(N0, CN), ~Oo = 0. One can check [15,16], the Lax-Phillips axioms: 
(i) v°+ ± v ° ,  
(ii) U~D+~ 0 C D~., for ~" > 0, 
(39) 
(ii') UJD ° C D °, for ~- < 0, 
(iii) U~D ° = UorD~_ = 7~E, for r --* c~. 
In order to construct he incoming and outgoing subspaces D± for perturbed group {Ur}~ez, one 
should "shift" the subspaces D°± apart by means of unperturbed evolution in positive and negative 
time direction, respectively, so, that supports of data belonging to D+ would not intersect with 
the perturbation support. This means that Uh = Uoh for any h E D±. Due to the explicit form 
of (Hr)  2 - 41, the incoming and outgoing subspaces may be chosen as 
{( , D+ = :DO n T:~ - T+~o 
Let us construct he interaction subspace K = ~/E (9 (D+ $ D+) and calculate the contraction 
semigroup {Zt}t>0, Z t = PKUtPK. Note that the elements 
(;.), 
f,,,,n = 9,..,n+1 -g,n,,~-l, n _> 3, where {gm,n}~, .=o is the standard basis in/2(No, cN) ,  belong 
to D = D+ ~ D_. To show this fact, it is enough to take the sum and difference of elements 
( g"'" ) ±(a,.,.+l-g . . . .  1 E Da: with n _> 3. Thus, the space K may be split into the orthogonal sum 
K = K t SK  1 - { (° )E  K}  ~ {(o~)E K}. Because K ~ c 12(No, CI~)~I=(No, CIv) weobtaln 
{ ( )  0 ; ~m,x = , (41) K 1 = Span ~m,0 = 9m,O gin,1 m=l 
since KI  _L ( ° ) a~,- ;n_>3. 
In order to describe K T, we consider two conditions 
(a) K r -L (90 'n ) ;  n>_3, (42) 
(b) K t C 7"/E. 
The topology of HE is weaker then one of 12, and the energy metric [., .] allows formally five 
independent solutions of (a). However, since 7~E is the closure of Cauchy data space 7~v, it does 
not include linearly growing sequences. This statement is essential for our construction and leads 
to the description of K T C 7-/E as 
g ? Span {~T,o, cT ,~T ,IN (43) 
-~" %rn,l rn,2 f ra__l , 
where the elements 
,°) = 
~Tm,z=(gm,z+gm,s+gm, s+' ' ' )  
0 
,~,2 = ( gm,o + (4 - M2) M-l(gm,2 + gm,4 + "" ) ) 
0 
(44) 
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form the orthogonal basis in K T. The subspace K = K T $ K 1 turns out to be 5N-dimensional 
and the projection PK = p* E9 P~ on K has the components ( ooi o )
pl  = pt  = 
0 0 
' I  0 0 0 . . . \  
/ 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 I 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 I 0 "'. 
.* " .  
(45) 
So we have defined the basis let , rt ¢T l 1 
lation shows that the dissipative generator Z = PKUIK  
the mentioned basis, like 
in the space K. Straightforward calcu- 
of the contraction semigroup looks, in 
1 
A 
M 0 I 0 
0 21 0 0 . 
A 2 + M 2 - 41 AM M A 
MA M 2 - 21 0 M 
(46) 
Its eigenvalues are given by solutions of the dispersion equation 
O aN det ((M 2 - I)  + OA - 0 2) = O. (47) 
As it follows from the general theory [2], these eigenvalues coincide with poles of stationary S- 
matrix (21). This can also be shown in straightforward way by consideration of the S-matrix 
denominator. 
5. THE E ISENSTE IN  SERIES  
The traditional approach to automorphic functions is based on the Eisenstein series [12-14]. 
Namely, the scattering amplitude can be drawn from the asymptotics ofthe Eiseustein series for 
the scattered wave. On the other hand, we know the scattering amplitude and its singularities (47) 
for the scattering problem posed in the frame of the nonstationary formalism. Thus, the aim of 
this section is to compare these singularities with ones of the corresponding Eisenstein series. 
The Eiseustein series for the solution of the spectral problem A¢ _ X¢ associated with the 




where the function ~(x) is a plane wave on T defined as follows. The function • on the BT tree 
is called plane wave if it satisfies 4 
0~ = kl¢~, (49) 
where k E C and I¢ is some one-to-one mapping I¢ : C0 B ¢(v) --* ¢(e) E CI such that the value 
of ¢ on edge e is equal to the value of ¢ on the one of the ends of e--either v+ or v-. Such maps 
are parametrized by the point of aT since every k is specified by the orientation choice such that 
exactly one edge starts from each vertex or, equiwlently, by the choice of a ray k E 0T _~ 0p- 
The equation (49) on the edge e looks like 
(v ÷) - = (50) 
4For the general definition of the plane waves on the symmetric space, we refer to [5]. 
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where v + and v- are the ends of the edge e ordered with respect o the orientation fixed by k. 
The general solution of this equation is @(v) = Aei°n(v); k = e i° - 1, where n(v) is the number 
of steps by orientation/¢ minus number of steps counter fc on the way from the origin v0 [9] to 
vertex v and A E C. The constructed functions olve the generalized spectral problem H~ = Akv 
for the operator H = (1/V~)(-A +p + 1) with the energy 
1 e_i0" (51) 
The plane waves {~z, z = (k,0); k E Qp,~(0) E R} form a complete set of generalized eigen- 
functions of the operator H and provide us with the decomposition of/2(T) into the direct 
integral 
/2(T) = fQ Tlkdl~([e), (52) 
p 
where 7-/k ~ /2(Z, Pn = pn) is the space of wave packets made of the plane waves with given 
direction k and arbitrary energies. This decomposition leads to the corresponding one of the 
Laplacian. Heuristically, the Laplacian being restricted to the span {~(k,0), A(0) E R} with the 
fixed k is a self-adjoint operator in the space/2(Z, Pn = pn).S 
To demonstrate a solution of the scattering problem in the form (48), we restrict our consid- 
eration to the l-loop case, since the sum over the elements of abelian group r l  may be easily 
computed, namely, 
co oo 
¢(x) = + e + e (53) 
m----I rn----I 
where x E T / r1 ,  n = d(x), and P(x) = Vxo. The "outgoing wave" ¢(x) - ~(x) is obviously 
"spherically" symmetric with respect o given subtree in T /F ,  i.e., depends for fixed P(x) only 
on the distance d(x). The summation gives 
e iON 
¢(X) = ~(X) + 2 COS(0X0) 1 _ eiaN ~I/out(X), (54) 
where ¢°ut(x) = e ion. 
The amplitude singularities given by zeroes of denominator look like 8, = 27rs/N, s = 
0, . . . ,  N - 1. In the energy variable A (51) these poles are expressed by (28). Thus, we see 
that the singularities of the S-matrix for the operator H r coincide with ones given by Eisenstein 
series for scattered wave. 
6. JO INT  SPHERICAL  FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we make clear the correspondence b tween the decomposition (17) on the BT 
tree T and decomposition o  generalized spherical functions [5]. To do it we show that any joint 
spherical function can be expressed as a finite linear combination of functions from 7-l~. Thus, 
the analytic extension of the scattering matrix for joint spherical functions has no singularities 
as well as ones for A~. 
By the definition joint spherical function ~x corresponding to the character X of an irreducible 
representation Ir of the maximal compact subgroup PGL(2, Zp) C PGL(2, Qp) is given by 
p x(k)¢ (k-'x) dk, (55) 
~x(X)  ----  GL(2 ,Zp)  
5When this work was finished, we found these igenfunctions i  the work [10] where they were called the "analog 
of the plane waves", however, the motivation has not been done. 
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where ~(x) is a plane wave (49) and x E T. Due to the continuity of the character X, there 
exists a vicinity Vn C PGL(2 ,  Zp) of the unit element I ,  Vn = {g : g = I (modpn)} such that 
7rlv., ---- id. Since PGL(2 ,  Zp) is compact, one can choose .finite covering PGL(2 ,  Zp) = uL=I giVn, 
L < co, by right cosets on the subgroup Vn. Due to properties of p-adic norm this covering is a 
decomposition, since if two vicinities have nontrivial intersection then one of them will contain 
the other. Since the character X is constant on every giV,~, we have 
L 
GL(2,Zp) i=l g'~" 
Every integral in the sum with fixed n is the function of x = (x0,. . .  ,XM) (10) which depends 
only on (x0, . . . ,  xn) and the distance M from the origin. This means that any joint spherical 
function can be represented as 
Z 8 8. 8 8. 8 ~× = ca~a, ~a • 7Q, c a • C. (57) 
M(a)~n 
So the resonance structure of S-matrices related to generalized spherical functions coincides with 
one for the corresponding components in the decomposition (17). 6 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let us collect the results obtained. The partial decomposition of the Laplace operator on the 
Bruhat-Tits tree and the p-adic Riemann surface T /F  has been done. This decomposition allowed 
us to reduce the scattering problem on these spaces to the set of one-dimensionai scattering 
problems for partial channels. As the result, after separation of channels with trivial scattering, 
we have obtained the effective Hamiltonian H r, which turns out to be the finite perturbation of 
the standard semi-infinite Jacobi matrix. This allowed us to develop the Lax-Phillips approach to 
the problem in a closed form. The corresponding stationary S-matrix has been obtained in terms 
of finite subgraph Dr /F .  The S-matrix singularities are shown to coincide with zeroes of zeta 
function of pair (T, F). In the case of the Bruhat-Tits tree, we have shown that the resonance 
structure appears only in the s-wave channel and gave an explanation of resonances in frames of 
both stationary and nonstationary Lax-Phillips approaches. 
In l-loop case, the S-matrix singularities have been calculated explicitly and compared with 
ones obtained by consideration of the Eisenstein series. The scattering matrix for joint spherical 
functions is shown to have no singularities. 
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